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ACE Nursery School Alumni Newsletter
The latest news from ACE for the past community of parents, staff and children

ACE News
We’re delighted to have had a relatively normal
autumn term, although the last week or so has
seen a cluster of COVID cases at the Nursery School
and a couple at the Day Nursery. We hope the
holiday period will act as a firebreak and that we
can get back to business as usual behind the yellow
doors in January.
At both nurseries the children settled in
remarkably well despite parents dropping off
outside the building. We continued to use the front
and rear entrances at the Nursery School as well as
asking adults to socially distance and wear face
coverings when dropping off or collecting children.
A new statutory framework for the early years
came into effect in September aimed at improving
child outcomes at age 5 and reducing the workload
on practitioners – such as unnecessary paperwork
– so staff can spend more time interacting with the
children (which we very much support!)

would like the children to learn. The inspector
spoke to staff and a parent, as well as reviewing
documentation.
She
was
interested
in
safeguarding, the impact of the pandemic and staff
wellbeing. When giving her verbal feedback at the
end of the day, the inspector said she was
impressed with the outdoor space and the variety
of activities the children can engage with there.
She also noted how well the staff knew all the
children. We were delighted to hear
that the Day Nursery retained their
outstanding rating; well done! The full
report can be read here.
We are expecting the call any day now at the
Nursery School given the last inspection at Parkside
was more than eight years ago.

The major surprise of the new academic year was
an Ofsted inspection at the Day Nursery in midSeptember (more than five years since their last
visit to Priory Road). It was a challenging time of
year to be inspected, with new children settling in
and the revised statutory framework hot off the
press.
Ofsted called at lunchtime on September 15th to
say they would be inspecting for a full day on
September 16th. Sarah P (Day Nursery Manager,
Monday – Thursday) had originally been planning a
day’s holiday on the 16th. That was soon postponed
and the day began with Sarah taking the inspector
on a learning walk around the setting, talking
about the curriculum and explaining what we
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At Big ACE, the children started the Autumn Term
focused on…autumn! As well as harvesting the
produce from the newly installed ACE allotment
(beans,
tomatoes,
squashes,
courgettes,

sweetcorn) we made great use of pumpkins, some
kindly donated by ACE families and others
purchased from the pumpkin patch at Undley Farm
in Lakenheath (a great recommendation from
outgoing chair, Shiri). We used the pumpkins and
squashes as inspiration for art work, compared
sizes and weights, carved them, harvested the
seeds and carried out an experiment (still ongoing)
to see what happens to the flesh when it decays. A
mouldy exhibit (in a securely fastened transparent
jar) on the half-landing continues to interest the
children on their way up to the puzzle room.
3D structures have been a bit of a feature at the
Nursery School this term. In addition to using
recycled materials to create the Tiger and Sophie
characters from The Tiger Who Came to Tea (our
dialogic book this term) we have also recently put
the finishing touches to our Christmas tree made
out of recycled boxes and paper.

Here are the lyrics if you’d like to sing along at
home:
The Christmas Tree Song
(to the tune of London
Bridge is falling down)
I’ve waited for my Christmas
tree, Christmas tree,
Christmas tree,
I’ve waited for my Christmas
tree, all year long.
And now it’s time to go and
choose, go and choose, go
and choose.
Now it’s time to go and
choose, our Christmas tree.
We’ll bring it home to
decorate, decorate,
decorate.
We’ll bring it home to
decorate, our Christmas
tree.
With tinsel and some fairy lights, fairy lights, fairy lights,
With tinsel and some fairy lights, our Christmas tree.
It’s the finest Christmas tree, Christmas tree, Christmas tree.
It’s the finest Christmas tree, I’ve ever seen.

At Little ACE, we’re really pleased
that we were able to resume forest
school sessions in October, led by
Natalie (whose forest name is
“Bee”).

The children have been talking about their trees at
home and at the Day Nursery The Christmas Tree
Song has been practised on multiple occasions.
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At our first session, we enjoyed the trees blowing
gently in the wind, listened to birds tweeting,
learnt how to walk safely past nettles and why we
don’t touch certain plants, as well as the
importance of following boundaries to keep us all
safe e.g. wearing a high-vis jacket at all times
(children and adults), never running out of sight,
staying
away from
the edges
of the river
and
not

touching dogs that we do not know.

spring term with, fingers crossed, a pub gathering
later in the year. We have provisionally booked
Wandlebury for our annual Teddy Bears’ Picnic
next summer so please save the date: Saturday
25th June 2022, 2-4pm
At the Nursery School we introduced the role of
“lunchtime helper” this term. A child is chosen to
help with the washing and drying up, putting out
the
recycling
and
emptying the compost
bin. They proudly wear
a sticker and apron,
and have been a huge

Since then, the children have become much more
confident in their movements and are now
interested in the finer details of forest school e.g.
markings on a leaf or different kinds of tree bark.
We’re excited to see what next term brings.

help. The children have
enthusiastically taken to
this activity, proudly
telling their parents they were the lunchtime
helper for the day.
Festive activities have been in full swing recently.
We held a gingerbread house competition, with
each of Little ACE, the Penguin and Puffin groups
decorating a house which was then voted on by
parents and staff.
Unfortunately in the current climate, we didn’t feel
it was sensible to hold any in-person social events
this term but the virtual AGM in November was
well attended. We welcomed some new members
onto the ACE Parents’ Committee and we’re
planning outdoor playground get togethers for the
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The winning entry was this one from the Puffin
group…

As well as Christmas, we’ve been learning about
other festivities such as Hanukkah, St Martin’s Day,
Diwali and a Hungarian custom celebrated on the
evening of 5th December, when Santa Claus (Télapó
or Mikulás) visits children, bringing sweets, nuts,
fruit or small presents. Children need to clean their
shoes and wait patiently until Télapó’s secret visit.
Thanks to Sophie’s family for letting us know about
this custom.

closely followed by the Penguin group’s ski chalet

and the Little ACE entry:

We’re grateful to Clara and Edith’s families for
helping us celebrate St Martin’s Day on 11th
November. German children typically carry candlelit lanterns and sing songs in celebration of the
Saint. These processions begin as darkness falls
and often end with a bonfire. The children go from
door to door singing and, much like trick or treat,
the children are given sweets, money and other
treats.
We’d also like to thank another family who came in
to tell us the story of Hanukkah, light the Menorah
candles and sing songs in Hebrew accompanied by
guitars. They brought in Sufganiyah (which are like
doughnuts) for the children to try and provided a
recipe for latkes (included later on in this
newsletter) which we made at the Nursery School.
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been created, celebrating the languages spoken by
children currently attending ACE.

Thanks go to Shubha’s family for their suggestions
on how to celebrate Diwali. As well as dancing to
Hindi songs, we made Rangoli patterns on the front
door step to welcome Lakshmi, goddess of good
fortune.

Reinforcing the importance of diversity to the ACE
ethos, welcome posters at both nurseries have also
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Despite the challenges of the
pandemic, we’re pleased to say
that ACE co-op activities are
continuing apace. Although we
can’t invite many visitors into the
buildings or hold large in-person
social events, parents and grandparents are
helping out on many fronts. As well as all the
invaluable shopping, laundry, gardening, DIY tasks
and help at forest school this term, we are
particularly grateful to Tallullah’s and Cora’s
families. Jemma, Tallullah’s mummy, kindly
donated some lovely tiles for the children’s toilet
area at Big ACE and then spent a weekend
tiling/sealing the splashbacks – they look stunning.

Meanwhile John, Cora’s daddy, has designed and
painted an ACE boat club crest, complete with
puffins and penguins, on a blade which now has
pride of place in the Big ACE hallway. Diana (staff
member at Big ACE) is a keen rower and came
across an old oar, thinking it would be lovely to
connect Big ACE with the river. She asked if there
was an artistic parent who would be happy to
decorate the blade and John more than rose to the
challenge!

We’ve also been having a creative time at the Day
Nursery this term. The children love to be outside
in all weathers and you can see in the pictures
below how we’ve been exploring paint in multiple
situations. We’ve explored what happens to paint
when extra water is
added (mostly from
the rain!) and how
different
materials
change when they get
wet. We aim to
provide opportunities
for the girls and boys
to work together, build
relationships
and
negotiate. Inside we
have been using a
range of surfaces on
which to make marks. We’ve experimented with
balloons, clingfilm and pumpkins. We quite often
enjoy using a large floor space for art activities –
this allows the children more space and freedom to
explore and be creative.

At Little ACE we’ve also made use of natural
resources like runner bean seeds (collected from
Sarah P’s garden) for counting and schematic play
(when children line up objects in order of size,
colour,
shape etc.)
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You may remember that Lindsey, formerly Deputy
Headteacher at the Nursery School, retired in the
summer after 26 years’ service at ACE. Here she is
enjoying the hanging basket/egg chair she was
given as a leaving gift (pictured in September when
the weather was still warm enough to sit in the
garden!) Lindsey has met up with quite a few of
the ACE team over the term, including Lisa,
Gemma and Diana. Lindsey says she has been
enjoying not having to get up in the mornings and
not needing to cycle to ACE in all weathers! We
understand she has bumped into a number of you
along the river or at the school gate (when she is
on grandmother duty, picking up some of her
Cambridge-based grandchildren).

NEW PARENTS’ COMMITTEE
We held the second virtual ACE Annual General
Meeting in November with more than 50
attendees. Like every year, we were sad to say
goodbye to some long-serving committee
members and ACE supporters. We are extremely
grateful for all the time and commitment they gave
to ACE, in particular to Shiri Gold (committee
member for several years, including as Chair for
the last year) Sarah Richey, Liudmila and Jess.

The first meeting of the new committee took place
on 8th December and focused on regulatory
paperwork as well as discussions about a number
of COVID-related policies and procedures, social
events and HR matters.
We’re delighted to have two ACE graduates on the
committee once again (Liam and Angharad) and a
warm welcome to new members: Bego, Mareike,
Mircea and Jenny.

ACE Committee 2021/22
Chair & business team
Treasurer & business team
Secretary
HR/staff liaison officer & education team
Child protection/Safeguarding lead
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Rosie Humphrey
Liam (William) Kelly
Mareike Gentsch
Caspar Rebling
Hannah Greene

Alumni newsletter
Social events
Social events
Social events
Social events & policy review
Newsletter
Policy review
Policy review & social events
Headteacher
Day Nursery Manager

Tania Saigol Roth
Angharad Walter
Bego Carod
Anna Masefield
Jenny Ridge
Holly Beckett
Mircea Iliescu
Elizabeth Kirk
Lisa Tuohy
Sarah Piotrowski

We would also like to thank Rob Boland, Jamie’s
daddy, who has updated the website super
efficiently in a non-committee role for a number of
years now. In addition we’re grateful to Jerry, an

ex-ACE parent, who continues to advise ACE on its
investment strategy.
The committee can be contacted at
ace.parents.committee@gmail.com

LEAVERS’ FUND
Thank you to all the families of children who left
ACE in the summer and contributed to leavers’
funds at both settings. New record totals were
raised: £1,255 at the Nursery School and £477 at
the Day Nursery.
At

the
Day
Nursery
we have
bought a
new
storage
unit for
our books
(pictured
here). We
are also
looking to
replace
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the children’s sofa and chair; our current furniture
is fairly worn so we would like some new seating
for the children where the children can be
comfortable and enjoy looking at our books.
At the Nursery School a group of children went on
an outing to the charity shops on Burleigh Street to
spend a little of the leavers’ fund on some recycled
items to restock the mud kitchen and decorate the

playhouse in the garden. They came back with
a lovely selection including a pet wooden cat
(subsequently named Rosie) a picture and clock to
hang on the playhouse walls, some interesting
vessels for the mud kitchen, and wooden
fruit/vegetables.

The leavers’ fund was the brainchild of
Natasha, an ex-ACE committee member, when her
daughter left the Nursery School in July 2015. To
date £5,647 has been raised for resources at both
nurseries. Thank you!

STAFF UPDATE
Day Nursery
We welcomed Carmen as a
new member of the team on
in November. Carmen had
previously been working in an
early years setting in Scotland
but relocated recently to
Cambridge and lives near the
Day Nursery.
Paulina and Natalie completed a charity skydive in
aid of NSPCC in September. This was their first sky
dive;
while
Natalie
absolutely
loved it and is
planning her
second jump,
Paulina
is
pleased
she
has ticked it
off her bucket
list but won’t be rushing to complete another one!
Both were very brave and enjoyed some
incredible views of the Suffolk coastline on the
descent - well done ladies!
We congratulate Amy and her partner Max; they
are expecting a baby girl at the beginning of
March.
In September Paulina started her degree in Early
Childhood Studies. She is completing this in her
own time while continuing to work at ACE. Paulina
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is currently researching different approaches to
curriculum and comparing those approaches to the
Early Years Foundation Stage.
Nursery School
Congratulations
to Bethany who
enjoyed
her
delayed
graduation this
term, postponed
from July 2020
when
Bethany
achieved a first
class degree in
Primary
Education Studies
from
Anglia
Ruskin University.
Bethany came into ACE dressed ready for
graduation and allowed some of the children to try
on her mortar board!
We welcomed Zoë as a new staff
member in September and are
pleased to report that she has just
passed her probationary period. Zoë
is in the Penguin group and has
already introduced us to her cooking
skills as well as a number of
interesting books for young children.

ALUMNI INTERVIEWS
In this edition, we are delighted to share with you a couple of interviews with individuals who have a
connection with ACE.

Nadia’s daughter Kaya attended ACE Nursery School in the early 1990s
year older daughter, so this is a great achievement.
They currently live in London. Her daughter now
has a Bursary for a fantastic school in Chelsea.
As a young mum (born on Mill Road, Cambridge) I
was on my own with Kaya and her siblings. Her
Bursary place meant that I too could go on to
University to gain my degree. Now living in Saffron
Walden, I am a chairperson chairing Child
Protection Conferences and Looked After
Children’s reviews, and was a social worker for 20
years.
I remember ACE Nursery as a warm, friendly,
colourful and nurturing environment, with lots of
picnics and events.

Kaya attended ACE Nursery School from 1990-92,
starting when she was 2.5 years old. She was
awarded a Bursary, which was absolutely amazing!
She loved the nursery and I was struck by all the
staff members’ care and attention. I was very
proud that Kaya was able to attend ACE. She was at
ACE for a couple of years, before going to St
Matthew’s Primary School.
Kaya has just completed a degree in Nutritional
Sciences. She was awarded a 1st! We are
extremely proud of her. Kaya has an amazing 7
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Lockdown was difficult at first. Kaya, however,
managed to home school her daughter successfully
until she went back to school. Her daughter is
bright and was able to keep up with her learning.
We spoke by FaceTime and Zoom regularly, which
was fantastic for a Granny! We read stories like Mr
Stink, which we all thought was hilarious. It was
good to have a laugh, when everyone was so
worried about COVID.
I haven't been in touch with any past friends from
ACE. It was such a long time ago! Kaya had her
34th birthday on the 2nd of this month!
Kaya moved to London 9 years ago. We did meet
Kaya and her daughter in London, and went for a

socially distanced picnic. It was incredibly hard not
being able to hug your own granddaughter. At the
end of one visit, she just rushed up and cuddled
me, saying, 'I can't help it I need a cuddle' it was
lovely!!

The picture here is of Kaya at the ACE Nursery. She
used to be upstairs where the younger kids were. I
remember she loved sleep time, you guys would
play music to help them sleep. Later on she moved
downstairs where the older kids were.

Jess Falconbridge’s daughter Margot attended ACE Day Nursery from 2019-2021
(apart from lockdown!)
Where is your child now?
Four months on Margot has settled happily into
preschool, though still talks fondly of her time at
“my little nursery”.
What particular memories do you/does your child
have of ACE?
One of my favourite memories of ACE is coming for
a visit before applying, and seeing barefoot kids
roaming happily between the indoor and outdoor
spaces. Every member of staff had a ready smile,
and the children looked so busy and content.
A close second favourite was coming in to help one
lunchtime (pre-pandemic) and witnessing the
magic of naptime happen first hand!

When did your child attend ACE?
Margot started her Little ACE journey in September
2019 – barely 6 months before the first lockdown.
In that short amount of time she settled well and
formed some strong bonds with the staff. By the
time she was able to return in September 2020 we
were nervous that the transition back would be a
little wobbly. But even after 6 months away she
trotted in through the yellow gate, which just
shows how much Little ACE felt like home. Sadly
Margot left the ACE family in August 2021, once
she grew too old for the Day Nursery. We were all
a little heartbroken to say goodbye!
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What were the best things about ACE?
There are too many to list! Aside from what I’ve
mentioned already, we loved the way children
were allowed to follow their own interests, take

risks, and always made to feel listened to and
valued. We always felt listened to as parents, too –
no matter how ridiculous the question.
What were your child’s favourite activities?
Many a daily record sheet came home noting
Margot’s love of the mud kitchen. Also high on the
list was sensory play, the home corner, and the
legendary red bike!
How were you involved with ACE?
Sadly because of the pandemic we were never able
to be part of an ACE social event. We were able to
be involved in other ways though, taking on co-op
hours mending toys, sewing aprons, gardening and
of course, washing. Pre-pandemic I was able to
join in on an animal experience visit where the
children were all able to touch and interact with a
variety of creatures both furry and creepy crawly –
much to Margot’s delight. A memorable
experience all round and perhaps the beginning of
her current obsession with animals…

family, though we spent many hours undoing our
good work with picnics and baking. But weeks
became months, and by summer the novelty (for
the parents at least!) had definitely worn off, and
we were all keen for Margot to build more
friendships and enjoy some independence.
What would you say to a new family starting at
ACE?
Congratulations! You’ve just become part of a very
special family and I hope you’ll enjoy the journey
as much as we have.

How has lockdown/the pandemic/homeschooling/
the last year been for you/your family?
At first we were naively excited! A few weeks at
home, just us? I got carried away with Pinterest,
revelling in the freedom from any timetable other
than our own, and setting up our garden to keep us
busy and active. Joe Wicks became part of our

Margot pictured now and then!
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RECIPES
In this edition, we also share some recipes given to us by ACE families which you might like to try and make
with the family during this festive season.

Vegan chocolate cake

Quantities are for a 24cm circular cake. For a standard loaf dish, halve the quantities.
For the cake:
200 g 60% dark chocolate, broken into small pieces
200 g coconut oil
375 ml boiling water
1.5 teaspoon high-quality instant coffee powder (optional)
100 g light brown sugar
4 tablespoons apple puree without added sugar
2 teaspoons vanilla extract
240 g self-raising flour
30 g good quality cocoa powder
1/4 teaspoon salt
For the cream:
100 g 60% dark chocolate, broken into small pieces
80 ml coconut cream
1 teaspoon maple syrup
1 teaspoon coconut oil
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Recipe:
- Preheat the oven to 170 degrees (if your oven is on the warm side, 160 degrees will suffice).
- Place the broken chocolate pieces and coconut oil in a heatproof bowl.
- In another heatproof bowl, mix the boiling water well with the instant coffee powder. Pour the liquids into
the chocolate bowl and stir well, until completely dissolved.
- Add sugar to the chocolate and stir well, to dissolve. Add apple puree and vanilla extract and stir again.
- Sift the flour, cocoa powder and salt into a bowl and then add in batches to the chocolate mix, stirring well,
until a smooth mixture is obtained.
- Lightly grease the cake tin and pour the mixture into it. Bake for about 30 minutes, until the cake is firm and
a toothpick inserted in the center comes out clean. If you prefer a more moist cake, you can stop baking a
little earlier.
Cream option A:
- Meanwhile, prepare the cream: Grind the chocolate cubes in a food processor to coarse crumbs.
- In a small pot, bring coconut cream with maple syrup to the boil. Turn on the food processor again and pour
in the hot cream.
- Add a tablespoon of coconut oil and continue to mix until a smooth, glossy cream is obtained. Transfer the
cream to a wide bowl or small pan and cover with cling film, which is placed right on top of the cream. Allow
to cool to room temperature, to stabilize.
- Remove the cake from the oven and let it cool at room temperature for at least 15 minutes. Make sure the
icing is firm enough and coat the top of the cake with it. Slice and serve.
Cream option B:
For the cream part, option A is the original recipe. A quicker version is as follows: Chop up the chocolate, put
it in a bowl with the coconut cream and syrup, microwave it until hot and then stir before adding the coconut
oil, mix, and just pour it on the cooled cake.

Gingerbread biscuits
Ingredients













400g plain flour
¾ tsp bicarbonate of soda
2 tsp ground ginger
2 tsp ground cinnamon
½ tsp ground allspice
¼ tsp ground nutmeg
½ tsp salt
180 g unsalted butter at room temperature
125 g sort dark brown sugar
1 egg
125 g black treacle
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Method
1. Sift together the flour, bicarbonate of soda, ginger, cinnamon, allspice, nutmeg and salt in a large bowl
and set aside.
2. Put the butter, sugar and treacle in a bowl and mix it until is light and fluffy then add it to the flour
mixture (couple of tablespoons at a time) until it forms an even dough.
3. Divide it into 3 and wrap each piece in clingfilm. Leave to rest overnight in the fridge.
4. Preheat the oven to 170°C
5. Take the dough out of the fridge and leave it to soften for about 10 minutes.
6. Dust a work surface with flour and roll out the dough to a thickness of about 4 mm with a rolling pin,
then cut out shapes with the biscuit cutters.
7. Arrange the cookies on a baking tray and bake them for 10-15 mins.

Potato Latkes

Recipe #1
3 medium sized potatoes, peeled, coarsely grated and squeezed (to remove as much liquid as possible)
1/2 small onion, finely grated and then squeezed (to remove as much liquid as possible). Onion = optional
2 eggs
1/3 cup bread crumbs
2/3 tsp salt
a tiny bit of black pepper (can leave out)
if baking - 1 tbsp olive oil
Recipe #2 - vegan, gluten free
1 potato, peeled, baked and mashed
2 medium sized potatoes, peeled, coarsely grated and squeezed (to remove as much liquid as possible
1/2 small onion, finely grated and then squeezed (to remove as much liquid as possible)
2/3 tsp salt
a tiny bit of black pepper
if baking - 1 tbsp olive oil
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Method for both of the above
Combine all the ingredients in a bowl and then make small balls out of the mixture.
If baking, pre-heat the oven to 190c. Better also to oil the baking sheet, and spray/brush the latkes from
above after you place them on the tray. Bake for 25-30 minutes. Alternatively you can deep fry the latkes.
The other Hanukkah food that usually gets children excited is Sufganyah, see here for further details:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sufganiyah It's basically a doughnut filled with goodies.

FUNDRAISING
Children in Need & Save the Children
The Nursery School supported Children in Need in
a November step up challenge. ACE children were
asked to take as many steps up onto a balance
beam as possible in two minutes. The children did
a brilliant job and completed 1558 step ups in
total. An impressive £900 has been raised for

Children in Need. Thank you to everyone who
sponsored the children.
At the Day Nursery, Save the Children was
supported with a Christmas jumper day and bake
sale raising over £200. Well done both ACEs!

DO GET IN TOUCH
Please feel free to contact us
Please get in touch if you would like to share some
news or recipes, or be interviewed for the
newsletter; we’re always pleased to hear

from ACE alumni and their families, as well as
former staff members. And to feature another ACE
face in the newsletter!

Happy Holidays and Season’s Greetings to you all!
Editor: Tania Saigol Roth
Many thanks to
Lisa Tuohy, Sarah Piotrowski and Sarah Ransome for their input;
alumni and their parents for sharing their fond memories with us; former and current ACE staff for helping to foster the
ACE community to be what it is today; and the current ACE families for their continued support.
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